GUERNICA EDITIONS
“No Borders, No Limits”

Remembering Shakespeare
John O’Meara
ISBN13: 9781771832274
Non-Fiction
221 pages/ $20
Spring 2016

The Scope of His Achievement from ‘Hamlet’ through ‘The Tempest’

The Morelli Thing
Frank Lentricchia
ISBN13: 9781771830294
Fiction
222 pages/ $20
Fall 2015

Of mayhem, murders, mobsters, and the mysteries of family and friends

Writing Poetry to Save Your Life
Maria Mazziotti Gillan
ISBN13: 9781550717471
How-To, MiroLand Imprint
202 pages/ $25
Spring 2013

How to Find the Courage to Tell Your Stories

Logos
Gil Fagiani
ISBN13: 9781771830171
Poetry
169 pages/ $20
Spring 2015

A commitment to memory, healing and social justice

The Magic Dogs of San Vicente
Mark Fishman
ISBN13: 9781771830782
Fiction
194 pages/ $20
Spring 2016

Seeking redemption in the aftermath of war and torture

Maniac Drifter
Laura Marello
ISBN13: 9781771830652
Fiction
236 pages/ $20
Fall 2016

Smuggled art objects and Provincetown—a recipe for fun
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